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Introduction
Artificial intelligence and the art world have many different intersections. One of
these critical overlaps lies in the community’s emphasis on sharing and collective
growth. The pillars of open-sourced code and projects in the programming
community mirror the collaboration that is present in the art world. This parallel
emphasis on sharing information is what has pushed me to write this paper.
I was first introduced to AI with a background in humanities and fine art; it was
incredibly hard to find organized information that was digestible while also being
technical. We need accessible resources to understand these tools, how they can
be used, and how we should evaluate them. It is especially important for artists and
creatives to have access to these tools because AI will be affecting all creative
careers. It already is.

AI in Creative Careers
From the runway to the design room to the auction house, AI has become a tool
widely used to push the boundaries of creation. A perfect example of this is the
introduction of generative design. Generative design employs a system, usually a
machine learning system, that has some degree of autonomy in the design
process. It can be involved in idea generation, product creation, or both. The
designer creates the end goals, sets the parameters, and measures the success
of the output. The designer becomes the end decision-maker. This cuts down busy
work while enabling more innovative outcomes.

"AI Design will allow creatives to
concentrate on their real jobs"
- Apple CEO Tim Cook

Inustrial and Product Design
A perfect example of the use of generative design is found in industrial, product,
and architectural design. Using AI in the design room allows us to approach a
problem from an entirely different perspective. It allows us to go beyond the
limitations of human creativity. Companies like Adobe and Autodesk have
popular software that are commonly used by designers and programmers alike.

Fashion
AI has already been integrated into the world of fashion, one of the most personal
forms of design. As one of the biggest markets in the world, fashion has many
areas that benefit from AI. From design, manufacturing, logistic supply chain,
marketing to consumer experience, recommendations, and styling AI is
guaranteed a big spot in the fashion industry.
Just one of the many examples of AI used in fashion is the ACNE Studios
collaboration with AI artist Robbie Barrat to create their fall 2020 line. The artist
trained the machine learning model on the archive of ACNE Studios' previous
designs and used a model called GANs to generate brand new designs based on the
archive. Those designs were then fabricated and shown on the runway.

Graphic Design
And finally, graphic design is innately connected to technology. One of the
many examples of machine learning used in graphic design is when the
Nutella brand used a neural network to design product packaging. After
the neural network was trained on designs, colors, and patterns, it then
created 7 million different packaging designs. This highlights the sheer
scale that AI can work on. Generative design like this opens up new
possibilities for unique graphics. If this was done by humans it would be
super labor-intensive and it would cost a lot of money.

Fine Arts
Not only is technology affecting the design world, but it has also entered the fine arts
world. In 2018, Christie's auction house sold the first piece of AI art for 432,500 dollars, 40
times the estimated amount. The piece, "Portrait of Edmond Belamy", is digitally printed on
canvas and placed in a decadent gold frame. The print was made by the French art collective
called Obvious. The explosion of this sale stirred many feelings within the art community.
The AI artist community has grown to dislike Obvious, seeing them as marketers that
poorly represented the AI art community.

French artists that make up Obvious art collective: Hugo CasellesDupré, Pierre Fautrel and Gauthier Vernier

"Portrait of Edmond Belamy"

Before Obvious was a well-known collective, they got attention because they used
exaggerated marketing techniques. The group implied that the art they were making was
autonomously created by AI. That is simply not the case.
The generation of their art was done with a machine learning model called a GANs, a
generative adversarial network. The model was trained on a corpus of 15,000 images of
portraits made between the 14th and 20th centuries. The model then generates brand
new images based on the training set. Those generated images are then run through a
discriminator which determines if the image was made by the generator or the dataset.
The cycle typically ends when the computer can not decipher between human-generated
and computer-generated images.
The GANs model is a tool, it is not an autonomous artist. The user uses their artistic
license to decide what the model is trained on, how many epochs to run the program for,
and what output image to use.

The Arguments
Against Obvious

Using image generation, the artist Mario
Klingemann generated this piece entitled
"Memories of a Passerby 1" --Click the image to
hear Klingemann speak about this piece

Art Analysis

In addition to art creation, art analysis and art history are heavily impacted by AI.
Most major art institutions have teams dedicated to using machine learning
technology to forward curatorial, research, and community activities. Using art
collections as a corpus of data allows for different techniques to be implemented.
Different methods of data exploration allows us to organize, analyze, find
patterns and create recommendations between different pieces of art. Artificial
intelligence, augmented reality and virtual reality are becoming heavily used to
further our understanding of art in the field of digital art history.

Stepping Back....
Until my first year at Kenyon College, I had always been skeptical
of technology. I felt protective of my favorite traditional art
forms such as painting, intaglio printmaking, and darkroom
photography. I felt that digital art was working to erase the
beauty behind human creativity.
Learning about AI this past year has completely changed how I
understand technology as a whole.
I began to see AI as an
extension of our humanity, instead of a sterile series of 0 and 1s.
I urge you to combat the humancentric bias that most of us
have against AI.
In learning about AI, separately from art, I grew a passion for
understanding the human experience through this lens. Artificial
intelligence is a tool similar to art, one which we use to further
explore what it means to be human.
The AI world is here and it is only growing. We are fortunate to be
at the forefront of this AI movement. We have the privilege of
seeing and understanding what AI is before it has dissolved and
disappeared into our world.
One of the things that helped me understand how mind-blowing
and fascinating this field is was learning its history.

Above is some of my art

History
Generative art has been around since the beginning of art itself. The use of generative
ideas dates all the way back to the Middle Paleolithic era. Temples from the 1400s
display algorithmic art, as the artist gives up control to follow a pattern. With the
advent of computers, generative and algorithmic art only enhanced.
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Computer Art
From the beginning, computers have been used as a
tool to create art. In the 1960s, the commercial
computer was very large and expensive making them
difficult to access. Most computers were only
available to large labs, universities, and corporations.
This is why so many of the first computer artists
were researchers.
With no user interface, the computer scientists and
artists would write their own programs, the output
devices were limited. Most used pen plotters. This
was a mechanical device that held a pen and is
connected to the computer that controls its
movements.

"Kubo-Oktaeder" Georg Nees

The famous Bell Labs was at the forefront of this
innovation. Artists, such as Frieder Nake and Georg
Nees, would create a set of rules for the computer to
follow and the plotter would output the work.
"Hommage à Paul Klee" Frieder
Nake

AARON
Following the work in Bell Labs, technology-backed art began to enter the fine
art world. A foundational project was done in 1973 when Harold Cohen created
AARON. AARON was one of the first programs made specifically for computergenerated art. This project was the first art-generated project that was
designed by an artist instead of a scientist. Like the work of Nake and Nee,
AARON would produce drawings that followed a predefined set of rules.

Deterministic to Probablistic
The computer art shown above is all deterministic and rule-based. Using pen
plotters and algorithms, the artists would collaborate with computers to create
rules that would generate art. The introduction of randomness in algorithms allows
for there to be more uncertainty in the art-making process. These core ideas of
probability, chance, and uncertainty had been explored before the use of
computers by artists like Pollock. Computer art allowed the artist to make complex
algorithms and insert randomness into their generative art.

With advancements in technology, we have traveled away from rule-based
generation and moved towards more exploratory, probabilistic models. Because of
increased accessibility to data we are able to use probabilistic analysis on data and
generate art from it. This creates a huge foundation for conceptual art. Artists
now have the ability to be surprised by the generated art.

Just in the past 8 years, the tools used in art generation have rapidly increased. It
is expected that the advancements and accessibility of these tools will only
improve faster and faster.

Deep Dream
In 2015, Alex Mordvintsev and Google’s Brain AI research team
created Deep Dream. Initially, Deep Dream was made to advance the
interpretability of deep convolutional neural networks. They did this
by creating a visualization of the patterns that maximize the
activation of their neurons. Because of the unique images created,
they ended up accidentally creating a new AI art model.
Deep Dream is a neural network that was trained on images of realworld objects. These objects were sourced from ImageNet. Deep
Dream learns to identify objects from their visual cues. Then when
given a new image, Deep Dream works to find objects within the
image, it updates the image each time, making the objects it finds
within the image visible. As this cycle repeats over and over, the
result ends up looking very trippy. From the images created by Deep
Dream, a new genre of art was created: Inceptionism.
Deep Dream is a fundamental part of the timeline for AI Art,
however, the style of Deep Dream gets repetitive quite quickly.

GAN
The most talked-about tool for art generation is
GAN, Generative Adversarial Network. Created by
Ian Goodfellow in 2014, GAN is a neural networkbased model that is used for image generation. In
the
model,
there
is
a
generator
and
a
discriminator. The generator creates images and
the discriminator goes into those images and
decides if they are real or fake. It goes through
this iterative process until the programmer tells it
to stop or until the discriminator can no longer
differentiate between the computer-generated
images and the training set.
This model is what made "The Portrait of Edmond
Belamy", the piece that sold at Christie's auction
house. GAN holds many people’s fascination
because of the variety of results it can output.
The generated images are dependent on the data
that it is trained on and the parameters of the
model.

While training a GAN is quite a power-intensive task, it is relatively easy to
generate images from a pre-trained model.

I used a GAN model that was trained on modern art images from
WikiArt to generate the three images above. After generating
these images, I began to ask questions about the ownership of this
work. Who should get credit for the artificially generated art?

More
information
about
ownership

GANs are not just used to
generate art-related images.
A popular example is from a
project called: This Person
Does Not Exist. Using a GAN
trained on images of real
people, the model produces
these
never-before-seen,
nonexistent faces.

DALL·E
GAN is an impressive tool, but, it pales in comparison to the most recent
technology, Dall·E. Dall·E is a text-to-image model that was released by OpenAI in
January 2021. The name is a combination of the legendary artist Salvador Dalí and
the iconic Pixar animation robot Wall·E. The reason that this model is truly
revolutionary is because of its ability to express creativity. Natural language text is
input into the model and then it outputs an image translation.

DALL·E
Dall·E not only understands objects but also expresses a temporal, geographical,
and emotional understanding of the world. Dall·E is built upon a transformer model.
Due to the expense of running the model and the power of what the model can do,
OpenAI has not released its code.
To
the
right
are
the
images
generated by the prompt "a phone
from the..."

More
information
about Dall·E
Above are the images generated
simply by the prompt "a photo of
San Fransisco's golden gate bridge"

VQGAN+CLIP and Clip Diffusion
Because OpenAI has not released Dall·E's code, many programmers have taken
it upon themselves to create powerful text-to-image generation models. They
did this by using another Open AI tool, CLIP. The two newest models are VQGAN
Clip and CLIP Diffusion. VQGAN + CLIP is built upon a GAN architecture. Basically,
VQGAN generates an image and CLIP matches the image
to the text prompt. After many iterations of this cycle,
CLIP becomes confident in the text-to-image pairing.

From the promt "Calm" VQGAN CLIP
generated the image above

From the promt ""a small
hut in a blizzard near the top
of a mountain with one light
turned on at dusk trending
on artstation | unreal
engine" VQGAN CLIP
generated the image above

What's CLIP?

Clip Diffusion is built on a diffusion architecture. Generating images from these pretrained models takes about an hour per text prompt. The three images below were
generated using a CLIP Diffusion model. The images from left to right show the
stages of development that the image went through in the generation process.
The prompt I used was "A painting of a red barn on fire in the style of David
Hockney." I was surprised to see the beautiful array of colors and the similar
Hockney geometric style.

Within the last year, text-to-image generation has become increasingly popular in
the AI Art community. Within the past six months, there have been a series of
different no-code AI art generation programs like Dream by Wombo, Night Cafe, and
StarryAI. These sites allow people to generate entirely new images with a click of a
button. Many of these sites have direct ways for people to sell their digital art as
NFTs. It is great that tools like these are becoming accessible to the public, but are
the people that input the text into the apps really the artists?

I explored these themes of ownership in an art project recently. Using a pre-trained
GANs model, I generated the image on the left. Then using oil paints I reproduced the
image by hand. At the beginning of the art process and the presentation to my class,
it felt unnatural to call this my art. I didn't decide the colors or composition.

However, because I created the concept behind the work, produced it, and followed
through with the idea, I do feel some ownership over this work.
This piece reminds me of the art being made by the computer artists at Bell Labs in
the 1960s. Those artists were giving the computer instructions and the computer
would output a physical image. In this case, about sixty years later, the computer is
giving me the "instructions" and I am producing the output. I cannot begin to imagine
how much technology will change in another sixty years.

Resources for getting involved
Create.
Runway ML
ArtBreeder
Magenta
Processing
ML5.js
P5.js
Night Café
Dream WOMBO
StarryAI

Educate.
Coding Train
Nerdy
Rodent
Artnome
The
Gradient
AIArtists

Appreciate.
Lynn Hershman Leeson
Anders Hoff
Mark J. Stock
Manolo Gamboa Naon
INSA
Joel Simons
Alexander Reben
Katia Vega
Mario Klingemann
Robbie Barrat
Ahmed Elgammal
Georg Muncey
Obvious Collective
Uncanny
Stephanie Dinkins
Joy Buolamwini
Sofia Crespo
Mimi Onuoha
Memo Akten
Tom White
Mike Tyka
Sarah Meyohas
Jake Elwes
David Young
Dariusz Gross
Refik Anadol
Christian “Mio” Loclair
Daniel Ambrosi
Scott Eaton
Anna Ridler
Katherine Crowson

More on..."The Portrait of Belamy"

Return

Exaggerated the Advancement of AI
The press, upon seeing Obvious's initial statement, spread fear-mongering articles that implied that art was
being taken over by machines. Obvious now regret their initial exaggerated statement that read, "creativity
isn't only for humans".
Claiming that the human is not in the loop of AI art generation not only spread inaccurate information but
also discredited the work that many AI artists put into their creations.
Unoriginal
This was the first moment that AI-generated art was taken seriously in the fine art world. Many AI artists
were disappointed that this piece was what was being highlighted because they saw it as technically
rudimentary. Also, the concept behind the work was uncomfortably similar to the project done by Robbie
Barrat, in which he trained a GAN on historical portraits. The code Obvious used was directly borrowed from
Barrat.
Obvious art collective has acknowledged their lack of originality and their lack of innovation. It is a shame
that this piece has become the most iconic AI art piece because there are so many other fine artists making
more compelling work. This can exist as an example of how marketing and the presentation of art are
sometimes just as impactful as the art itself.
The inner workings of AI art are foreign to many people. What made "Portrait of Edmond Belamy" so
successful was its accessibility.
One thing that is very clear is that this piece made big waves in the art scene, amplifying conversations
about the intersections of technology and art. The misunderstandings that surround this piece of art
perfectly parallel the confusion that we are currently at with the integration of AI into society as a whole.
Because of this massive sale, there are more conversations happening about ownership, metrics, and
creativity in this new era of art.

Return

ImageNet: In 2009 Fei-Fei Li realized that
the improvements of algorithms were
based on the data it was fed. In order to
ensure that the data reflected the real
world, she decided to map out the entire
world of objects.

RETURN

Who Gets Credit for AI-Generated Art
Currently, the authorship rights are attributed to the artist who produced the
artwork using AI techniques. AI technology is a tool for the artist just like the
piano is a tool for a musician.
A study that measured how the public intuitively perceived and assigned credit
to an AI involved in making art concluded that the allocation of responsibility for
individuals that create AI Art heavily depends on the language framing it. When
an AI is considered the agent(creator) of the art, they assign more value to the
technologist that wrote the code instead of the artist, compared to when the
AI is described as a non-agent.
Increasing the anthropomorphic language surrounding AI systems decreases
responsibility towards the artist. As we move into a world where AI systems are
becoming more anthropomorphized, it is important to emphasize that AI is a
tool, not a being.

Return

What is CLIP?
CLIP
(Contrastive
Language-Image
Pretraining), is a pre-trained contrastive model
that is used to optimize the pairing between
an image and text. CLIP is a neural network
produced by OpenAI in January 2021. It was
trained on 400 million text-image pairs and
has zero-shot capabilities. The image and
caption are fed into CLIP. CLIP then gives a
score for how well the image matches the
caption.
Return

CLIP
is
used
in
generation models

most

text-to-image

